
 

 

COMMITTEE CLERK 

COMPETITION #21-89 

 

DEPARTMENT: 
Office of the CAO –  

Legislative Services 
STATUS: Auxiliary 

NO. OF POSITIONS: One UNION: CUPE, Local 387 

HOURS OF WORK: 
35 hours per week, 15 to 18 

months maternity leave coverage 
SALARY: 

$28.54/hour - $33.54/hour plus 12% in lieu of 

benefits 

Are you highly organized and very experienced in secretarial work? If you are interested in a role where you’ll join a fast-

paced and deadline driven department that is an integral part of the City of New Westminster Legislative Services team, 

then we want to meet you! 
 

As a Committee Clerk reporting to the City Clerk, you will be responsible for complex, specialized secretarial and clerical 

work including preparing agendas, creating minutes, following-up on actions and decisions for a diverse number of 

meetings including Council, Taskforces, Committees, Boards, and Commissions. You have an exceptional eye for detail, 

accuracy, and strives for excellent customer service. You are flexible and willing to assist in all situations while adhering to 

regulations, policies, and bylaws. You will also advise on procedural rules during meeting, coordinate meeting schedules, 

conduct research and draft reports, act as a relief to other office staff; provide information and assistance to staff, officials 

and the general public, and perform other related work as required. This position requires a very high degree of 

concentration and is subject to frequent pressures from volume of work and strict adherence to deadlines. Relationships 

require considerable courtesy, tact and diplomacy . Contacts are frequently of a confidential or sensitive nature. 
 

If you have the following characteristics and qualifications, we want to hear from you! 

 You have Grade 12 graduation including or supplemented by administrative, shorthand and/or speed-writing and 
business courses plus three to five years of directly related experience in local government, education or non-profit 
board meeting procedures and evidence of a superior level of minute taking is preferred. An equivalent combination of 
education and experience as acceptable to the employer may be considered. 

 You have considerable knowledge of modern office practices, equipment and procedures and of the rules, policies and 
regulations applicable to the work. 

 You have working knowledge of the Community Charter, the Local Government Act Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act and Roberts Rules of Order is desirable. 

 You have the ability to coordinate Council and Committee meeting arrangements, prepare agendas ensuring that 
necessary reference material is accumulated.  

 You have demonstrated skill and ability to attend, take, and transcribe minutes at meetings involving interpretation of 
the collective sense of meetings and framing of motions often from general dialogue often of a technical nature. 

 You have a high degree of typing speed, a minimum of 65 wpm, and accuracy.  

 You have the ability to work independently with multiple City departments, Committee Chairs, volunteer committee 
members, and elected officials who are involved in assigned committees, maintaining awareness of agenda items, 
outstanding matters and follow up actions. 

 You have the ability to deal tactfully and effectively with a variety of internal and external contacts and to employ 
contemporary service excellence principles. 

 You have knowledge of video streaming, website publishing and online social media experience is considered an asset. 

 You have the ability to work flexible hours* is essential as the position will require availability for evening meetings. 
 

*7 consecutive hours per day scheduled between 8:00 am and 10:00 p.m. 
 

Apply by sending your cover letter and resume in one document quoting the competition number, by July 30, 2021 to the Human 
Resources Department, City of New Westminster, 511 Royal Avenue, New Westminster, BC, V3L 1H9, e-mail to hr@newwestcity.ca  
using the following format in the subject line: LAST NAME First Name #21-89 

To support a workforce that reflects the diversity of our community; women, Indigenous Peoples, racialized individuals, persons of diverse sexual orientation, gender identity or expression 
(LGBTQ2S+), persons with disabilities, and others who may contribute to diversity of our workforce, are encouraged to express their interest. 

We thank all applicants for their interest and advise that only those selected for an interview will be contacted. This position is only open to those legally entitled to work in Canada. 
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